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Key messages
 ↗ International wheat prices declined in February as a result of reduced 
trade activity, while maize quotations were firmer on stronger 
demand. International prices of rice followed mixed trends depending 
on the origin. Overall, cereal quotations remained lower than in the 
corresponding period last year.

 ↗ In Southern Africa, maize prices continued to increase in February, 
although at a slower rate, and were at record highs. Prices increased 
also in several East African countries, reaching levels well above those 
of a year earlier, mainly supported by reduced domestic availabilities. 
In West Africa, coarse grain prices rose steeply in Nigeria in January. 

 ↗ In South America, cereal prices in February increased sharply in several 
countries of the subregion. Most notably, prices were at record highs 
or well above those of a year earlier in Argentina, Brazil and Colombia 
mainly due to the depreciation of the national currencies.

Price warning level:            High           Moderate  [Based on GIEWS analysis]
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INTeRNaTIONaL CeReaL PRICes

Export prices of wheat generally declined in february, with the benchmark 
uS wheat (no.2 Hard red Winter, fob) price averaging uSD 205 per tonne, 
4 percent lower than in January and almost 20 percent down from its 
year-earlier value. Weaker export prices reflected slow trade activity, while 
supplies remain large and mostly favourable growing conditions in the 
northern Hemisphere point to another good output in 2016.   

the benchmark uS maize (no.2, Yellow, fob) value averaged 
uSD 160 per tonne in february, virtually unchanged from its level in 
January, though still about 8 percent lower than the corresponding 
period last year. a rebound in import demand and some concerns about 
crop conditions in the Southern Hemisphere provided support to maize 
export quotations, although abundant supplies and strong competition 
between exporters limited the increases. In argentina, quotations 
increased, reflecting firm export demand and weather-related concerns  

for the 2016 crop about to be harvested. In the Black Sea region, prices 
also moved up as a result of export demand and recent sales. 

the fao all Rice Price Index (2002-04=100) averaged 197 points 
in february 2016, up 1 point from January, mainly as a result of a 
1.5 percent rise in the Japonica price sub-index, lifted by a firming of 
Egyptian quotations. In thailand, export quotations generally moved 
up, with the benchmark thai 100%B white rice averaging uSD 389 
per tonne, almost 4 percent higher than in January, on a stronger Baht 
and expectations of new trade agreements. Prices also increased in 
Pakistan due to active sales to africa. By contrast, they declined slightly 
in India, on subdued import demand, and also in Viet nam. low import 
demand exerted downward pressure on prices in the americas, with 
export quotations decreasing in the united States of america, but also 
in argentina, uruguay and Brazil.  

International wheat prices fell in February, while those of maize generally firmed
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DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs

Yellow maize prices at record levels 
Yellow maize prices increased sharply for the second consecutive month 
in february and were at record highs, more than double their year-earlier 
levels. Despite a bumper 2015 harvest, prices were supported by the sharp 
depreciation of the local currency, which resulted in stronger export demand, 
and by some weather-related concerns for the 2016 crop about to be harvested. 
Wheat prices also increased further and were nearly 90 percent above their 
levels in february last year, while those of wheat flour remained unchanged 
but were nearly one-third higher than the corresponding period last year. 

argentina | Maize 

countries where prices of one or more basic food commodity are at abnormal high levels which could negatively impact access to food

Colombia | Rice 

Brazil | Maize

Rice prices on the increase and at high levels in February 
Prices of rice reached record or near-record levels, in nominal terms, in the 
main markets of the country, after two consecutive months of sharp increases. 
uncertain prospects for the 2016 crop and the depreciation of the local currency 
were the main drivers. In order to prevent further increases, the Government 
has authorized additional imports at preferential tariffs from Ecuador, uruguay 
and the united States of america. By contrast, yellow maize prices declined 
significantly but were still higher than in february last year. 

Prices of yellow maize and rice at all-time highs   
Yellow maize prices rose sharply for the second consecutive month in 
february and were at record highs, in nominal terms, despite a bumper 2015 
harvest. Prices were mainly supported by the sharp depreciation of the local 
currency, which led to increased export demand. an expected decline in the 
2016 first season maize crop, currently being harvested, provided further 
support. Prices of rice also increased significantly in february and were at 
record levels, underpinned by the weak local currency and regional import 
demand. an anticipated reduction in this year’s output added to the upward 
pressure. Prices of wheat strengthened further in february while those of 
wheat flour remained virtually unchanged and were both higher than a year 
earlier, particularly those of grain, supported by a lower-than-anticipated 2015 
wheat harvest, concluded in December, and currency weakness.
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DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs contd.

Dominican Republic | Black Beans

Haiti | Maize

Prices of black beans remain high  
Bean prices generally declined in february, particularly those of red beans with 
the ongoing harvest of the main season crop. Black bean prices, however, 
weakened less with the downward pressure from the ongoing harvest partly 
offset by import demand from Haiti and remained higher than a year earlier.

malawi | Maize  
Maize price increases persist  
Strong maize price gains persisted in february, with the national average price 
reaching record levels. tight domestic supplies and expectations of a reduced 
2016 harvest were the main drivers behind the steep increases. the weaker 
currency and high regional maize prices exerted further upward pressure.   
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Prices of maize meal and beans high despite declines in February
Prices of domestically-produced maize meal followed mixed trends in february. 
they remained unchanged in the capital market, Port-au-Prince, but increased in 
main markets ouanaminthe and Hinche. Black bean prices generally declined 
in the past month, reflecting adequate availabilities from the second season 
harvest and imports. However, given the country’s high dependence on imports 
to meet its consumption requirements, the depreciation of the local currency 
and overall tight domestic supplies kept maize and bean prices at levels above 
those of a year earlier. 

http://www.fao.org/giews/food-prices/price-warnings/en/
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DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs contd.

myanmar | Rice
Rice prices increased further in February 
Prices of emata rice, the most consumed variety, increased considerably in 
february for the second consecutive month and were nearly 40 percent higher 
than a year earlier. the steep increase in the past two months is the result of 
sustained export demand from china coupled with tight domestic availabilities, 
following loss of some of the 2015 main season crop due to floods in July and 
august last year.  

Nicaragua | Maize  
Prices of white maize well above their year-earlier levels
White maize prices eased somewhat in february as supplies from the minor 
third de apante season harvests began to flow into the markets. However, 
overall tight domestic availabilities, following the sharply drought-reduced 
main de primera season output, harvested in September, kept prices well 
above their levels a year earlier.

south africa | Maize 
Maize prices at high levels, but upward pressure eases
Prices of white maize strengthened further in february, reaching record high 
levels, with quotations more than double the level of the previous year and 
above the import parity price. Prices were underpinned by tight supplies 
and sharply-reduced 2016 production prospects, with the 2016 maize crop 
forecast to fall by 25 percent. Substantial import volumes, however, alleviated 
supply pressure and resulted in a decline of yellow maize prices, while a slight 
strengthening of the rand also exerted some downward pressure on both white 
and yellow maize prices.
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United Republic of Tanzania | Maize 
Maize prices well above their year-earlier levels
Maize prices increased in all monitored markets in february reaching record or 
near-record levels, due to a below-average 2015 cereal production coupled with 
sustained import demand from neighbouring countries in the past months. In 
bi modal rainfall areas of the country, harvesting of the secondary vuli season 
maize crop has just been finalized and production is estimated below average 
as rains have been late and erratic throughout the season. the 2015 aggregate 
maize output is estimated at 4.8 million tonnes, nearly 30 percent lower than 
in the previous year. 

Zambia | Maize
Maize prices continued to increase, but at a slower pace  
following steep gains at the end of 2015, maize price increases have been 
more moderate in January and february, reflecting the impact of subsidized 
sales by the food reserves agency, which require recipient milling companies 
to maintain fixed wholesale maize meal prices. Quotations, however, remained 
well above their year-earlier values and at records levels, mostly on account 
of the tight supply situation and poor 2016 production prospects, while the 
depreciation of the currency also applied upward pressure.   

DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs contd.
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WesT aFRICa

Coarse grain prices continued to decline or remained stable in most countries   

In most countries of the subregion, adequate carryover stocks and 
supplies from the above-average 2015 harvests have contributed to 
push down cereal prices or maintain them stable. In the Sahel belt, 
in Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger and Chad, prices of locally-produced 
sorghum and millet continued to decline or remained stable in 
february and were in general around their year-earlier levels. 
However, some localized price increases were recorded, such as 
the 11 percent increase of sorghum prices in Bamako. Similarly, in 
the coastal countries along the Gulf of Guinea, prices of maize, the 

most consumed cereal, have been mostly stable in the past few 
months. In Benin and Togo, maize prices have remained generally 
unchanged in most markets. the main exception is Nigeria, where 
coarse grain prices increased steeply in January in several markets, 
including the northern Kano market, after declining for several 
months. a recent sharp depreciation of the naira on the parallel 
market, driven by reduced supplies of foreign exchange reserves, 
coupled with persisting civil conflict in northern nigeria, contributed 
to the sharp food price increases. 
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Wholesale prices of sorghum in West Africa
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Wholesale prices of millet in West Africa
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Latest Price
(Jan-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of millet in Chad
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Retail prices of white maize in Benin
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Retail prices of maize in Togo
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Wholesale prices of coarse grains in Kano, Nigeria
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sOUTHeRN aFRICa

maize prices remain at record levels in some countries

Prices of maize generally remained well above their year-earlier levels, 
mainly reflecting the tight regional supply situation and sharply-reduced 
2016 production prospects. In South Africa, the upward pressure 
on maize prices eased in february, particularly for yellow maize, due 
to large import volumes and the recent strengthening of the rand. 
However, significantly reduced 2016 production prospects and an 
overall tight supply situation kept prices at record highs. In Malawi, 
steep price gains continued, driven by reduced supplies and poor 2016 
production prospects, while additional upward pressure stemmed from 
currency depreciation and declining sales of subsidized maize by the 

agricultural Development and Marketing corporation (aDMarc). In 
Zambia, prices of maize also increased, although at a moderate rate, 
and reached record levels. In Lesotho and Namibia, which are reliant 
on imports from South africa, prices remained generally stable, but 
well above their year-earlier values mostly on account of the high 
prices in South africa. By contrast, maize meal prices in Zimbabwe 
in January, were below their levels of the previous year, partly due to 
the strength of the uS dollar (the country’s main currency). However, 
maize meal prices (in uS dollar terms) still remained some of the 
highest in the subregion. 

Latest Price
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Wholesale prices of maize in Randfontein, South Africa
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of maize in Zambia
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Retail prices of maize meal in Lesotho
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Retail prices of maize meal in Namibia
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Retail prices of maize meal in Zimbabwe
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easT aFRICa

Cereal prices followed mixed trends in February  

Prices of cereals followed mixed trends in february and were above 
their year-earlier levels in several countries of the subregion. In 
the United Republic of Tanzania, maize prices increased in all 
monitored markets in february reaching record or near-record 
levels, due to a below-average 2015 cereal production coupled 
with sustained import demand from neighbouring countries in the 
past months. In the Sudan, prices of locally-produced sorghum 
and millet, the main staples, rose in most monitored markets as a 
result of tight availabilities from the drought-reduced 2015 cereal 
output and were overall above their year-earlier levels. Similarly, 
prices of wheat, mostly imported and consumed in urban areas, 
increased by nearly 20 percent in the Khartoum market reaching 
record levels. In Uganda, prices of maize showed some increases in 
february in the capital, Kampala, and in Busia, a key cross-border 
hub with Kenya, while they continued to decline in lira, located in a 
major producing area, following the recent completion of the 2015 
short-rains second season harvest. Maize prices, however, were up 

to 50 percent higher than in february last year due to sustained 
import demand from neighbouring Kenya, rwanda, South Sudan and 
the Democratic republic of the congo. In Kenya, wholesale prices 
of maize remained overall stable in february reflecting adequate 
supplies from the good 2015 harvests. In Ethiopia, prices of maize 
remained relatively stable in february in the Bahirdar market, located 
in a key-growing area, and in the capital, addis ababa, while in the 
Diredawa market, located in a drought-affected area, they increased 
for the second consecutive month. Prices of maize in february were 
still around their values of a year earlier, due to large carryover stocks 
from the above-average 2014 cereal production. By contrast, prices 
of livestock products remained generally at high levels. In Somalia, 
prices of sorghum declined sharply in february in Baidoa, the main 
market of the sorghum belt, with harvesting of the 2015/16 deyr 
crops. Prices of sorghum and maize remained mostly stable in the 
other monitored markets, including the capital, Mogadishu, and in 
february they were well below their levels of a year earlier.   

Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of sorghum in the Sudan
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Latest Price
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Wholesale prices of maize in the United Republic of Tanzania
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of maize in Uganda

Percent Change
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Wholesale prices of maize in Kenya
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Latest Price
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Wholesale prices of maize in Ethiopia
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of maize and sorghum in Somalia

Percent Change
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Domestic prices of rice and wheat showed mixed trends in February 

Domestic prices of rice followed mixed trends in february. In 
several countries of the subregion, reduced 2015 paddy harvests 
put upward pressure on prices. In Thailand, rice prices strengthened 
further in february supported by a smaller 2015 main season crop 
harvest and unfavourable prospects for the secondary crop to be 
harvested from april. In Myanmar, prices increased steeply for 
the second consecutive month and were almost 40 percent above 
their year-earlier levels, underpinned by overall tight availabilities 
following the loss of some of the 2015 main season crop due to floods 
in July and august last year. rice prices remained largely stable in 
India, as the downward pressure from the recently-concluded 2015 
main season harvest was mostly offset by the reduced output and 
large Government procurement purchases. In Cambodia, rice prices 
showed mixed trends but were, in general, higher than in february 
last year, mainly on account of strong exports. In Indonesia, prices 
moved further upward, although at a slow pace, due to reduced 
output from the 2015 off-season crop harvest, completed by 

December, and concerns over the impact of dry weather on the 
upcoming 2016 main season harvest. By contrast, In Viet Nam, 
rice prices declined further in february with the beginning of the 
2016 main winter/spring season harvest, estimated at a bumper 
level, and overall limited export demand. In importers, Bangladesh 
and Sri Lanka, ample domestic availabilities from the record 2015 
harvests and imports continued to push prices down in february 
to levels below those of a year earlier. as for wheat and wheat 
flour, prices changed little in most countries of the subregion. they 
were stable in India, reflecting continued large sales of Government 
supplies through the open Market Sale Scheme (oMSS). Similarly, 
prices of wheat flour were reported stable in China, Pakistan 
and Indonesia, while they declined in Bangladesh, pressured 
by increased imports and large open Market Sales (oMS) and in 
Sri Lanka. Price declines were also recorded in Afghanistan, mainly 
reflecting low quotations in the regional export market and reduced 
transport costs.

Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of rice in Bangkok, Thailand
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Wholesale prices of rice in Yangon, Myanmar
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of rice in India

Percent Change
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of rice in Cambodia
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Retail prices of rice and wheat flour in Indonesia
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Wholesale prices of rice in Viet Nam
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of rice and wheat flour in Dhaka, Bangladesh

Percent Change
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Retail prices of rice and wheat flour in Colombo, Sri Lanka
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Retail prices of wheat and wheat flour in Pakistan
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Latest Price
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Retail prices of wheat flour in Afghanistan

Percent Change
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Domestic prices of wheat flour declined in importing countries, while they 
strengthened in exporters

Export prices of milling wheat in the exporting countries of the 
subregion continued to decline in february following trends in the 
global markets. In Kazakhstan, the downward price movement 
was exacerbated by the sharp depreciation of the national currency. 
However, in these countries, domestic prices of wheat and wheat 
flour generally increased. In the Russian Federation, prices 
rose mainly as a result of the strong demand for exports, with 
cumulative shipments since the beginning of the marketing year in 
July reported to be higher compared to the corresponding period 
of the past few years. In Ukraine, domestic prices were mostly 
supported by a 30 percent decline forecast in production this year. 
Prices, however, remained around or below their year-earlier levels. 

In importing countries of the subregion, domestic prices of wheat 
flour were under downward pressure reflecting low export prices in 
Kazakhstan, the main supplier of the subregion. In Tajikistan and 
Georgia, wheat flour prices declined after previous increases. In 
Kyrgyzstan, prices of wheat flour also decreased in february and 
were at levels below those of a year earlier. In the Republic of 
Moldova, prices generally moved up and remained well above their 
year-earlier levels due to tight supplies after a drought-reduced 
output in 2015. In Uzbekistan, despite a record crop last year, 
wheat prices were stable as a result of Government interventions 
which establishes the prices of the grain every year to support 
local farmers. 

Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of wheat and wheat flour in the Russian Federation
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Export prices of milling wheat
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of wheat flour in Georgia

Percent Change
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Retail prices of wheat flour in Kyrgyzstan
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of wheat flour in Tajikistan

Percent Change
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Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of wheat and wheat flour in Ukraine
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CeNTRaL ameRICa aND THe CaRIBBeaN

maize and bean prices generally eased in February

White maize prices generally weakened in february with the 
harvest of minor season crops. In Honduras and Nicaragua, prices 
eased a little as product from the minor third de apante season 
harvests began to flow into the markets. However, overall tight 
domestic availabilities, following the sharply drought-reduced main 
de primera season outputs, harvested in September, kept prices well 
above their levels a year earlier. In Guatemala, maize prices also 
declined slightly in february with the beginning of the secondary 
season harvest in the key growing areas of the northern department 
of Petén. Prices remained lower than the corresponding period last 
year, reflecting adequate supplies after satisfactory production levels 
in 2015, outside of the dry corridor, and imports from Mexico. By 
contrast, in El Salvador, the subregion’s main importer, prices 
increased by some 4 percent in february but remained below their 
values a year earlier as imports in the past months have ensured 
markets are adequately supplied. In Mexico, the weak local currency 
continued to support prices despite a bumper 2015 harvest. In Haiti, 
prices of locally-produced maize meal followed mixed trends but 
lingered at levels above those of a year earlier, due to overall tight 
domestic supplies and currency weakness.

Prices of beans also declined in several countries. In El Salvador, 
red bean prices declined slightly and were well below their levels 
at the same time last year, mainly reflecting adequate volumes 
of imports. In the Dominican Republic, bean prices declined, 
particularly those of red beans with the harvest of the main season 
crop. Black bean prices weakened less with downward pressure 
partly offset by import demand from Haiti. Prices, however, remained 
higher than a year earlier. In Guatemala, where black beans are 
the most produced and consumed variety, prices declined but were 
above their levels in february last year. By contrast, in Nicaragua 
and Honduras, prices of red beans increased by some 3 percent 
mainly supported by strong demand from neighbouring countries 
but remained 30 percent down from a year earlier. In Mexico, black 
bean prices were relatively unchanged and above their levels in 
february last year reflecting the depreciation of the local currency. 
In Haiti, black bean prices generally declined in february, reflecting 
adequate availabilities from the second season harvest and 
imports. However, prices remain well above their year-earlier levels 
underpinned by tight domestic supplies and the strong depreciation 
of the local currency.

Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of white maize in Central America
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Reatil prices of beans in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
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sOUTH ameRICa

Cereal prices on the increase and at high levels in several countries of the subregion 

Yellow maize prices recorded sharp increases in february in some 
countries, notably in key producers, Argentina and Brazil, where 
values reached record highs, despite the good production in 2015 and 
the overall favourable outlook for this year’s crop. In these countries, 
the high price levels reflect the depreciation of the local currencies 
and high general inflation rates. In Bolivia, yellow maize prices also 
rose sharply in most markets in february, mainly driven up by reduced 
2016 output prospects. However, prices were still below or around 
their year-earlier levels reflecting good availabilities from the 2015 
bumper output and imports. By contrast, in Colombia, prices declined 
from their previous highs but were still higher than in february last 
year, as a result of the weak local currency. In Chile and Peru, yellow 
maize prices remained virtually unchanged and were around their 
values of a year ago reflecting adequate supplies from the good 2015 
outputs and imports. In Ecuador, prices followed mixed trends but 
remained significantly below their year-earlier levels. 

Prices of wheat grain and wheat flour increased or remained 
relatively stable in february. In Argentina and Brazil, prices of wheat 
grain rose further and were significantly above their year-earlier 
levels, mainly due to the strong depreciation of the local currencies. 

By contrast, in Chile, prices of wheat declined markedly and were 
down from a year earlier, mostly reflecting the recently-completed 
harvest, which recovered from the previous year’s weather-reduced 
level. In Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru, which depend on imports to 
meet their consumption needs, prices remained virtually unchanged 
in february and around their year-earlier values, reflecting adequate 
imports. In Colombia, which also depends on imports, prices 
increased moderately across the main markets and were above their 
levels of a year earlier, reflecting the weak local currency.

In several countries of the subregion, rice prices increased and 
were at relatively high levels. In Brazil, prices of rice rose significantly 
in february to record highs, mainly supported by the weak local 
currency and regional import demand. In Colombia, prices spiked 
for the second consecutive month as a result of uncertain prospects 
for the 2016 crop and the depreciation of the local currency. In 
order to prevent further increases, the Government has authorized 
additional imports at preferential tariffs from Ecuador, uruguay and 
the united States of america. In Ecuador, rice prices also increased, 
although to a lesser extent, and were above their levels a year ago, 
supported by strong export demand from colombia. 

Latest Price
(Feb-16) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of yellow maize and wheat in Argentina
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Wholesale prices of rice in Brazil
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898.35 4.1 8.6 28.2

http://www.fao.org/giews/food-prices/regional-roundups/en/


This bulletin is prepared by the Food Price Monitoring and Analysis (FPMA) Team in the Trade and Markets Division 
of FAO. It contains latest information and analysis on domestic prices of basic foods mainly in developing countries, 
complementing FAO analysis on international markets. It provides early warning on high food prices at country level  
that may negatively affect food security. 

This report is based on information available up to early March 2016. 

All the data used in the analysis can be found in the FPMA Tool at: www.fao.org/giews/pricetool

For more information visit the FPMA Website at:  www.fao.org/giews/food-prices
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